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A Canadian cloud security study
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Business Size (# of employees)

Location of Respondents

West: 25%

Ontario: 41%

Quebec: 22%

East: 12%

50-149

employees

150-499

employees

10% 30%
500-999

employees

35%
1000 or more

employees

25%



Gerry Tessier
IT Manager, Predator Ridge
Vernon, BC

State of cloud adoption in 
Canada
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Cloud adoption has reached a tipping point in Canada
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Despite strong adoption, organizations are still cautious about putting highly sensitive data in the cloud

More than half of our data is now stored in the cloud

85% 

Would store 
public data

14% 

 Would store 
confidential data



How are Canadian organizations using the cloud?
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Multi-cloud is the norm for 
organizations of all sizes

Organizations use a variety 
of methods to migrate 
workloads to the cloud

Data management was the 
most popular cloud 
workload

Top workloads in the cloud

1. Data management
2. Infrastructure management 

and back ups
3. Email and messaging

Top workload migration methods

1. Lift and shift
2. Refactor
3. Rearchitect

Only 16% of surveyed organizations opted to replace their on-premise workloads with their cloud-native equivalents

Average number of Cloud Service 
Providers used by business size:

● Enterprise & Large - 2.4
● Medium - 2.5
● Small - 4



Expectations are not meeting reality for 89% of Canadian organizations 
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Improved security

Improved IT management 
& agility

Cost savingsEnhanced functionality

Workload standardization

Ability to standardize 
services

Adherence to compliance & 
regulatory requirements



Evelyne Nyairo
Owner, Ellie Bianca

Current state of cloud security
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of organizations believe that properly securing cloud environments is more difficult than on-premise98%

Top areas where cloud is more challenging
36%

Monitoring and 
threat detection

36%
Responding to 
security threats

33%
Risk 

assessments

Canadian organizations agree: securing the cloud is a challenge 

Approaching cloud security with a traditional on-premise mentality can leave organizations open to risk



Organizations are struggling to defend cloud environments
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The average organization is attacked more than 1,350 times per year

89% experienced cloud security incidents

Verticals experiencing 
higher than average 
cloud security incidents:

Manufacturing
6.0

Government
6.1

Tech providers and Prof services
6.3

87% of respondents indicate that their organization understands cyber risk in the cloud 



The leading causes of cloud security incidents
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Greater focus is needed on the fundamentals 

While 86% of incidents originate in the cloud, more than half of them spread to on-premise 
IT infrastructure.

Human
 error

Known 
vulnerabilities

Misconfigs IT supply chain Malicious 
insider

Unauthorized 
access

Compromised 
3rd party

Account 
compromise

Inadequate DoS 
protections

Insecure 
interface / API

Zero day 
exploit

Insecure 
network



The human component of securing the cloud
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Organizations ranked a lack of qualified staff as their #1 security gap 

Small Medium

28% 18%
Large

37%
Enterprise

59%

Organizations with dedicated cloud 
cybersecurity staff

To reduce the risk of future incidents, organizations rank training employees on 
cloud security best practices as the top priority  



Building proper process for securing the cloud
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Only 56% of organizations have adopted formalized frameworks with governance controls 

When migrating to the cloud:

Only 20% of organizations have audit processes in place

96% of organizations indicated they reference their CSPs shared responsibility framework

When deploying workloads in the cloud:

But over half of these organizations admitted they only do so sometimes

Organizations that adopt, govern, and audit against cloud frameworks and reference their CSPs shared 
responsibility framework experience fewer incidents



38%MFA

Governance & Compliance 33%

CWPP 31%

CSPM 30%

SSO 30%

CASB 30%

Container security 27%

XDR / MDR 21%

Other 20%

SIEM 20%

Embracing cybersecurity controls for securing the cloud
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Overall adoption of security controls in the cloud is low

Top Deployed Technologies

Those who adopted MFA and a CSPM 
solution experienced fewer cloud security 

incidents
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Hindsight is 20/20 for many Canadian organizations

of organizations admit that if they could go back and adopt cloud again, they’d spend 
more time on at least one aspect of security99%

Organizations would have spent more time on: 52%
Threat and Risk

45%
Monitoring and 

Threat Detection

43%
Threat Prevention 

Control



Hilary Germsheid
Owner, Made Local Marketplace

Poor cybersecurity in the 
cloud can be costly
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On average, total direct costs paid by the organization to address all the damaging 
cloud security incidents in the past 12 months amounted to nearly $440,000

Direct costs of security incidents in the cloud 
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21%Labour cost

18%Cost due to downtime

15%Cost for attack mitigation & recovery

Direct loss of revenue 13%

Value of unrecoverable data 12%

8%Regulatory fines

Other costs 7%

Ransom paid 6%

Labour, downtime, and 
mitigation & recovery 

make up more than half 
the direct costs of a cloud 

security incident

Most impacted workloads:

Data management 
systems

Email
applications

Business Intelligence
applications



The real cost of an incident: your organization’s future

Loss of 
employee 

productivity

45%

37%
Lost revenue

Delayed or 
cancelled 

non-cloud IT 
projects

32%

Lost trust of 
customers

31%

Delayed or 
cancelled cloud 

expansion

28%



Pawanjit Sohi
Owner, P.S. Sohi
Surrey, BC
#StandWithOwners winner

Detecting and responding to 
cloud security incidents
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Monitoring and threat detection in the cloud
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Top challenges in addressing threat detection in cloud environments:

Lack of visibility 
into underlying 
infrastructure

Alert investigationData collection 
and logging

Canadian organizations monitor, on average, 63% of their cloud workloads for malicious activity

For those that do monitor, the majority decide to use third parties for help
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Insufficient monitoring leads to incidents being detected outside of IT

Internal staff outside IT dep’t

By Cloud Service Provider

External party (end user, vendor, etc.)
Cloud provider SIEM

Endpoint, Network, etc.

45% 

of incidents were 
detected outside of IT

Third-party SIEM

XDR or MDR



Responding to cloud security incidents
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Having a periodically updated and tested incident response plan leads to faster investigation and response time

Response time will be hours to a day The average response time reported is 3 days

Expectation: Reality:

Only 57% of organizations periodically update and test their incident response plans

Over 86% of organizations were satisfied with the support from their CSP during the incident



Megan Szanik
Owner, Espy Experience

What can be done to better 
secure our cloud 
environments?
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Secure the cloud with confidence
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Consistent security posture 
across multi-cloud

24/7 monitoring, 
detection & response

Up-to-date and tested 
incident response plan

Ensure a comprehensive understanding of your CSPs Shared Responsibility Model

Reference cloud security frameworks when migrating workloads to the cloud



Fill out the form at telus.com/CloudSecurityStudy or scan the QR code.

Sign up to receive your copy of the TELUS Canadian Cloud Security 
Study: Coming soon!
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We’ll email your copy of the TELUS Canadian Cloud Security Study once it’s published


